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Out Of Time is a first-person perspective tower defense game, where 
the player is tasked with defending an objective from increasingly 
harder in difficulty waves of enemies. The game takes elements from 
both the first person shooter genre and the tower defense genre to 
create a unique experience. 

https://www.facebook.com/outoftimegame



https://www.facebook.com/outoftimegame

Out Of Time Level one       Made in Unreal Engine 4

Tools used:
 - Maya 2014
 - Photoshop CS6
 - Unreal Engine 4.8.3



This project was created  as part of my 
final project at SAE Qantm in the 
Bachelors of Interactive Entertainment 
course. 

My Role within the team was that of 
Design and Level creation, During the 
first three weeks we spent our time 
creating the Design document and 
deciding on the Aesthetics of the game.

Once we had decided on how the game 
would play and feel we wrote up a 
Vertical slice of play and with that we 
began development of the prototype.

This project was constricted to a thirteen 
week, Trimester and has been 
presented twice at two SAE hosted 
events and one Developer night event.

My role in level design was somewhat 
restricted to what the team wanted, 
which is a relatively simple map design 
of a three pronged lane.

Aesthetically the level was designed to 
look and feel like something akin to the 
manga Ghost in the Shell as well as the 
Hengsha map from the game
Deus Ex Human Revolution.

I was heavily influenced by the 
cyberpunk theme.

Once the greybox of the level had been 
created and tested with the game 
mechanics i began populating the space 
with untextured models.

After this i began creating some low poly 
building models that could be placed in 
the background to make the level feel 
more “busy”.

I then moved on to texturing the in 
scene models.



Textures created for use in multiplayer segment of game

More Example’s found on blog



More Example’s found on blog

Low Poly Models created for use in Out Of Time

AirCon Unit Plastic Barrel Metal Bin

Bollard Trash Bag



Billboard intended for lighting background parts of levels in
Out Of Time



Example of Sobel Edge (Cell shading) Shader blueprint 
created for Out Of Time

Part of the visual that the 
team wanted for the game 
was a cell shader effect, 
I had been interested in 
learning how to create 
shaders before hand and de-
cided to take up the task of it.

I began with looking into the 
Unreal engine 4 documenta-
tion and found that a majority 
of it was directly ripped from 
the UDK documentation, 
because of this i was able to 
translate most of the UDK 
tutorials for shaders straight 
to Unreal Engine

More Example’s found on blog



As well as the above, I was also tasked 
with creating a HUD that would 
accurately display important information 
such as waves, currency and selectable 
towers.

The four empty boxes are filled with 
icons representative of the three 
towers and the players weapon, cycling 
between these items will highlight what 
is currently in use.

The skull like bug icon in the bottom left 
represents enemy wave and the bolt on 
the right side represents currency, as 
well as these icons modifiable integers 
are placed next to them.

The development process for the HUD 
was relatively simple, we created 
several different shaped panels inside 
UE4’s canvas system 
(This is used to create Menu’s) 
and placed the panels in different 
locations on the screen.

We did this until we had something that 
felt relatively sleek and kept the players 
attention without being overly complex.



Addo is a god like simulator made within my Fourth trimester 
at SAE Qantm, the player could was able to manipulate the 
yellow marker with control of the mouse, the marker is 
placeable by left clicking and you can rotate around the world 
by holding down the right mouse button and dragging.

Addo was designed to try and invoke a sense of mothership 
through lack of player control as the player has to try and guide 
an entity around the planet to markers, these markers either 
promote growth to the entity or apply negative effects to it.

Because of this the entity will not always trust your guidance.



Prototypes created at SAE Qantm

Courages Gate

Courages Gate was a prototype created in 
the space of three weeks, my task within 
this project was that of programming and 
was assisted by an artists for asset 
creation.

This project recieved a High Distinction.

More information about this project can be 
found on my blog.

The Seeker was created within the space of 
three week’s it is a two player split screen 
game played with two xbox 360 controllers.

Player one (the explorer) must traverse the 
3d environment trying to find orbs of light 
while Player two (the seeker) attempts to 
kill the explorer.

This project recieved a Distinction.

The Seeker



Prototypes created at SAE Qantm and TwoFour54

Star Lord People Construct

Star Lord is a top down shooter created 
within the space of a day, my project that 
was originaly created for this asignment 
had broken beyond repair and i had to 
quickly create an entirely new project for 
this.

This project recieved a Distinction 
regardless.

People Construct is an economy simulator 
based on the movie The Matrix, The play-
er using a faux Dos terminal must manage 
human resources (power) over creation of 
robots to fight of the human resistance.

Mechanically the game is very simple 
however aesthetically i am very happy with 
the end results, This was made over a four 
week time span and is one of my first 
projects.



Project titled 
“Wander” was created 
as a way to help myself 
better understand post 
processing volumes, 
lighting and the 
model importation 
process within UE4

It was a useful 
excersize and helped 
me alot during my time 
at SAE Qantm.

Made with Photoshop 
CS6,
Maya 2014 and UE4.



Nox Brain Development Cycle

Nox Brain is an isometric Hack and slash were the player takes control 
of a virus designed to destroy the mind of a evil CEO hell bent on making 
money regardless of the environmental cost’s.

This project was made as part of my studies in the UAE at TwoFour54
http://www.indiedb.com/games/nox-brain



This project was created over the space 
of my final semester at 
TwoFour 54 over 12 weeks with a team 
size of three, my role within in the team 
was that of team managment, Lead De-
signer, 
Asset creator, Concept artist and 
Animator.

This can be considered my first real 
project, it also helped me learn alot 
about Role management as originaly we 
ran into a lot of problems with the 
person managing the team for the first 
few weeks, eventually i took over and 
the project started moving at a steadier 
pace.

We began the prototyping phase during 
our holiday period, during this time the 
asesthetic of the game rapidly changed 
from its core idea into what you see 
now.

Nox Brain Enemy Concepts



Nox Brain Development Cycle

Prototype Phase

The prototype shown above was created 
within the space of a week, it was used to get 
the project green lit.

Alpha Phase

Note in the Alpha shown above that the 
HUD has been changed dramatically from 
the Prototype phase, This changes again in 
the release version



Nox Brain Release Version

Note in the Alpha shown above that the 
HUD has been changed dramatically from 
the Prototype phase, This changes again in 
the release version

In the release version several changes were made, the final 
version of the HUD was decided upon and the visual style has 
been cemented

Download :
http://www.indiedb.com/games/nox-brain/downloads/nox-brain



TDM Skyline Rush is a map that i 
had created for the first trimester 
of my course at TwoFour 54, The 
map was built using UDK and has 
a scifi style aesthetic to which 
allowed me to work with the 
default stock assets within the 
software.

Originally this map was twice 
it’s size but during the course of 
testing the greybox i found that it 
would be much more enjoyable if 
it was reduced

http://www.moddb.com/groups/udk-developers-group/downloads/tdm-skyline-rush

https://gamefodder.wordpress.com/gallery/



SkyLine Rush Concepts

The map was designed to be 
entirely symmetrical, and promote  
fluid movement between 
different floors of the level with 
the use of “rocket boots” which 
increase you’re jump height by 
rughly 3x the default.

shoe’s are placed strategically 
near spawn positions and heavy 
traffic area’s, as well as this their 
is a rocket placed in the centre of 
the map which although 
powerful is hard to use within the 
tight spacing of the level.

To insure that player’s did not 
camp sections of the map i 
created a ship that flew around 
the map firing at random players 
intermittently.
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